Physical Solutions

Customized cash management for your organization’s specific needs
Unlock significant cash management advantages while achieving visibility and control over cash at a regional and global level.

**Demand Deposit Account**
See your deposits and disbursements consolidated using our easy and efficient solution for automatic, end-of-day funds concentration from all locations and same-day deposit posting.

**Liquidity Management Account**
Help reduce balance volatility and enhance yield on your operating balances through an account that pays interest based on the stability of the account balance over time.

**Earnings Credit Rate**
Maximize the value of global balances by offsetting a wide range of fees across your global J.P. Morgan banking relationships. Depending on your situation, it might be a smart alternative to credit interest payments.

**Escrow**
Count on our industry-specific expertise and regional market acumen to give clients the service and speed of execution they demand, holding assets in escrow and disbursing them quickly and securely.

**JPM Coin**
Move, settle and clear funds 24/7 on a secure blockchain-based network with JPM Coin System.

[LEARN MORE ABOUT LIQUIDITY & ACCOUNT SOLUTIONS](https://jpmorgan.com/payments/disclosure)